Hawaiian Monk Seal Student Research Position

Are you interested in a career working in endangered species/conservation biology, marine mammals, and/or in aquatic animal medicine? The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Hawaiian monk seal Research Program (HMSRP) in Honolulu, Hawaii, is recruiting a student to assist the team that performs health and disease related research on the endangered Hawaiian monk seal.

The position is open to University of Hawaii students enrolled in 6 or more credits. It involve approximately 10 hours per week assisting with inventorying, curating, and archiving Hawaiian monk seal specimens as well as other laboratory and duties.
For general information about the NMFS MMRP, visit the website:
http://www.pifsc.noaa.gov/psd/

If you are interested in this position please contact Liz Kashinsky at Lizabeth.Kashinsky@noaa.gov. Include a resume, the length of time you are able to commit, hours that you are available, and explain your interest in working for the program.